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KIREWORD. 1.,..
This module is one of a series of 100 performarice-based
teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers The
competencies upon which these modules are based were iden-
tified and verified through research as being importantp suc-
cessful vocational teaching at bojh the secondary an post-
secondary levels of instruction The modules are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas

Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application, each culminates with criterion refer-
enced assessment of the teacher's performance of the spec-
ified competency The materials are designed for use by indi-
vidual orAtoups of teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators acting as
resource persons Resource persons should be skilled in the
teacher competency being developed and should be thor-
oughly oriented fo PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conductirig performance-based preservice anti
inservice teacher preparation programs to meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests The materials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of educa-
tion,tion, post-seconda Institut ons, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the fessionardevelopment of voca-
tional teachers Further infor i n about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education prog s is contained in three re-
lated dticuments Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education.

The-1243TE turriculum packages are products of a sustained
rese&ch and development effort by The Center's Program for
Professional Development for VOcational Education Many in-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systematic develop-
meht, testing, revision, and refinement of these very significant
'training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
qevelopment of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
end post-Secondary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center lor rbvision and refinement

Special recognition for major individual roles in-the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the following program' staff
James B Hamiltor Program Director, Robert E Nortfig, As-

sociate Program Director, Olen E Fardig Spectallsf, Lois Har-
rington, Program Atisistint, and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant, Recognition is qs6 extendikd to Kristy Ross, Technical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical Assistant, and Jean Wisen-
baugh, Art)t for their, contributions to the final refinement of
the materials Contributions made by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these Materials are also ac
knowledged. Calvin J Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon which these modutes.$re
based and also directed' the curricblum development
from 1971-1972 Curtis R Finch provided leadership for
program from 192 -1974

Appreciation is also 'extended to all those outside The Cente
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so generously in various
phrases of,..the total effort Early versions of the materials were
developed by The Center ih cooperation with the'vOcational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the University of Missouri - Columbia Preliminary testing Of the
materials was conducted at Oregon/State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri-Columbia

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous'
consultants,and visiting scholars from throughout the country

'Advanced testing of the materials was carved out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, P E I , Canada; Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Urn-
vtsity, State University College at Suffaio, Temple University,
U 'versa* of Arizonaniversity of Michigan-Flinj, University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee, University of Vermont, and Utah State University

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education fqr
sponsors,* of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completion Appreciation is extended to the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U S Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section 553 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced-testing effort is alsextended to reins State College,
Holland College, temple University, and the University of
Michigan-Flint

Robert E Taylor
Director
The Ceriter for Vocation& Education

CliCTHE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The Center for Vocational Education s mission is to
increase the ability of diverse agencies institutions, and
organizatiorys to solve educational problems relating to
individual career planning and preparation The Center
fUlfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and products
Evaluating indiwdual program needs and outcomes
Installing educational programs.and products
Operating information systems and services
Conducting leadership development and training
proms

A A
VIM

AMERICAN ASSOCIAT1014
FOR VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
Engineering Center

University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

The American Association for Vocational Instructional
Materials (AAVIM) is an interstate organization of univer-
sities, colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to the improvement of teaching througetterin-
formation and teaching aids
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INTRODUCTION

There are times in the professional life of every
vocation& teacher when some special help from
an expert would be very beneficial to classroom
instruction. Even thfy most conscientious teachers

.can't always,,keep up_ with the rapidly expanding
technology,i4 their occupational fields. Everi,the
most xperienced teachers are unlikely to have
equal "xpertise in every area of the occupation
Even th 9ost active classroom teachers can lose
touch with changing conditions in the realdtiorld

..of work.
) -

In many cases, inviting an outside subject matter
expert into the classroom can give the vocational
teacher, and of course the class, just the assis-
tance they need. From such experts, you and the
class can find out about new technology, gain
skills in specialized occupational operations, and
learn what is going on in the job market In addi-
tion, subject matter experts who come into the,
school laboratory or classroom may bring with'
them fresh viewpoints and a variation in style and
approach that can be stimulating to teacher and
class alike.

"Subject matter experts" can include any of a
number of willing people, from the community who
have valuable.expgrience, specialized knowledge,
or particular pointt of view that the class needs to
be exposed to .

t
A personnel manager, for example, can tell the

office practice claSs what he/ihe looks for in a new

job applicant. A union leader can explain present
and future conditions in the aircraft industry A
knowledgeable and well-traveled professional
person can describe the kinds of service he or she
expects from hotel and restaurant personnel'
Technical information may come from a tool and
die maker who can demonstrate techniques for
machining unusial metals. A master craftsman
may be able to pass allting the art of applying a
varnish finish This kind of experience can give

st?dents information and insights they could not
herwise

This module is d igned to prepare you to tap
the resources availab from subject matter ex-
perts. You will gain skill in (1) locating and evaluat-
ing the vast amount of expertise available in every
community, (2) determining when and how to use
a subject matter expert in the vocational program,
and (3) conducting ,a presentation session in
which a subject matter expert is involved. 4.
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ABOUT THIS MODULE
r
Objectives- .

Terminer' Objective: in anitctual sdhool situatibn, use a'
subject matter expert to present Information. Your per -
formepce will be assessed by your resource person,
using Performance Assessment Form, pp.

.36-38 (Learning ExiSerlence III).
,

Enabling Objectives: '-

1 After completing the required reading, demonstrate
knowledge of therationale and procedures for using
a 'subject matter expert (Learning Experience 1)

2 In a simulated classrooni or laboratory situation, use
a subject matter expert to present information
(Learning Experience 11)

i

Prerequisites
To complete this ii-lodule, you must have competency in
developing a lesson plan If you do pot already have this
competency, meet with your resource person to deter-
mine what method you will use to gain this skill One
option is to complete the information and practice ac-
tivities in the following module e

Develop a Lesson Plan, Module B-4

Resources
A Itst of the outside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows Check with your
resource person (1) to determine the availability and the
location of these resources, (2) to locate additional ref-
erences in you! occupational specialty, and (3) to get
assistance in setting up activities with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary Your resource
person may also be contacted if you have any difficulty
with directions, or in assessing your progress at any
time

4
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Learning Experience I
Optional' .

The videotape, "Utilize a Subject Matter Expert,"
The-Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio_
State University, Columbus, Ohio
A locally-produced videotape of a teacher using a
subject matter expert to present information which
you can view, for the purpose of critiquing that
teacher's performance
Videotape equipment for viewing a videotaped
demonstration .a
A local telephone company business office to visit
for information about portable cqnference tele-
phones .

Learning Experience II
Require

A subject matter expert to make a presentation in a
simulated situation . .

1 -5peers.tb role-play students to whom the lesson
involving the subject matter expert is being pre-
sented, and to critique your performance in manag-
ing this activity_ If peers are unavailable, you may
present your lesson to your resource person,

Optional
A resource person to evaluate your competency in
developing a lesson plan
A subject, matter expert to make a presentation to
one of your university classes using the telephone
conference tegtinique
A portable conference telephone with which the .....
expert can make the presentation

Learning Experience 10
Required
, An actual school situation in which you can use a

subject mater expert to present information ' i,

A resource person to assess your competency in,
tuisonng a subject matter expert to present informs -,

,
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This module covers performance element numbers 118, 130 from Catxrn
J Cotrell et al , Model Curricula for Vocational and Technical Education
fteport No V (Columbus OH The Center for Vocational Education, T
Ohio State University, 1972) The 384 elements In this document for hie'.

research base for all The (',enters PETE module development

For information about the general organization of each module, general
procedures for their use and terminology which is common to all 100
modules, see About Using The Center s PBTE Modules on the inside
back cover
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Lqarning Experience I
OVERVIEW

Activity i

Ootiohal

Act"

After completing the required reading, demonstrate knowledge of. the
rationale 'end procedures for using a subject matter expert.

)

You will be reading the information sheet, Using a Subject Matter Expir,t,

\ *pp. 6-14.

You 'may wish toview the videotape, "Utilize a Subject Matter Expert," or a
locally-produced videotape of a teacher using a subject matter expert to
2:tresent information, and to critique that teacher's performance.

You may wish to visit your local telephone company business office to get
inf9rmation about conferencCtelephone equipment, .

You will be demonstrtting knowledge of the rationale and procktdures for
using a subject matter expert by Self-Check, pp. 15-16.

You will be ;valuating yOur competency by comparing your completed.
Self -Check with the Model 'AnswOrssp. 17.

5



Activity For information regarding thepurposes of using a subject matterexpert in
the classroom, and the methods oqf preparing for an expert's presentation;
lead the following information sheet.

USING A SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT
The overall responsibility for providing the envi- In addition, no one teacher is an explt in all

ronment in which students cal learn is; of course, possible aspects of the occupation. All of us have
ultimately that of the vocational teacher. However, things we do better than others. The subject mat-
the teacher does not have sole responsibinty ter expert can be used to supplement the teacher
1-14/she can draw on a great many aids and sources in those area? which.the teacher has less exper-

of assistance These include physical materials tise Th6 subj ct matter expert can supply current

such as books, reference material, visual aids, and information on recent technical processes, new
a great many otherthings. Asa vocational teacitier,. materials, the latest tools and equipment being
you can also et the help of peopleeducation used, or changes in occupational demands and
specialists, guidance persOnnel, the advisory practices
committee, school administrators, and others An The subject matter expert can relate the work of
additior(al imporiant source Of assistance. which the vocational classroom to the real world of the
is generally readily available, IS the "subject matte* occupation Teachers and students alike may be
expert." involved in school activities that seem to be occa-

The subject matter expert (also commonly refer- sionally unrealistic or isolated from trade condr-
red to as a resource person) is a person from the tions Stu-dents respond positively to' information
community or the occ'bpational field who has given them by someone who faces real problems

some special knowledge, expertise, or point of every day and who they feel knows the score They

view which can be helpful to the vocational stu- can gain some satisfaction in finding that their

dent. The work is leading them to their desired goals
fundamental --760 "DI

A presentation by an outside expert provides a

using a sub
purpose of --r break from the normal classroom routine A fresh

_.- 00°

ject matter r - approach or an unfamiliar personality can provide

expert in the
46 the variety that is a basic factor in learning and can

classroom is
increase student Interest

to aid stu- A secondary, but still valuable, outcome is that

dent learn- the participation of a subject matter expert frorb
,

ing by pro- the community can help to.maintain and improve
viding an ex- 9", schoolconirrunity relations School programs
penence or need to be closely related to community concerns.

information Bringing a subject matter expert into the school
that is 'not can keep communications open and relations

available es 4ko
good.,ll

effectively in Underlying all the above advantages is the
any other way There are a number of ways in benefit of increased student motivation The stu-
Whitt' a subject matter expert may fill a need or dent may be motivated to copy the model of excel-
correct an instructional deficiency in the voca- lence presented by the subject matter expert'
tional program Motivation may also be provided through the cur-

The subject matterexpert may supply up-to-date rent and realistic information about the occupa-
information to the class and tO the teacher When a Lion presented by the subject matter expert in-
teacher is putting all his/her efforts into develop- formation to which the student can personally re-
ing and running a vocational program, it is pos- late
sible to get somewhat behind in the rEbading and
experience needed for the teacher to keep totally Using subject matter experts in the classroom
up to date rather than having students go out into the corn:

6
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munity is also an ,advantage.when the transporta-
tion costs and travel time involved in a field trip
make the trip impractical. When subject matter
experts can provide the needed learning expert-

Kinds oteubject Matter Experts

A

ences by coming to the vocational classroom, this
method_ using ---COMITILMAY, -resources is an
efficient instructional technique,

The term "subject matter expert" may be some-
what misleading. An "expert" is not necessarily a
professional lecturer or a high level executive.
Well-informed and skilled people may be found in
all kinds of places doing all kinds of things. Any
community member may well be a subject matter
expert concerning a subject he or she knows well.

The mechanic who has owned and run the ser-
vice station on the corner for the last ten years, the
teacher who works at the child care center, and the
teller at the local bank, may be subject matter ex-
perts who can telt your students something they
need to
know. The
sign painter
who has a
`shop nearby,
the aircraft
mechanic,

"the dress de-
signer for the
town's cloth-
ing manufac-
turer, may be
able to snow
your stu-
de9ts tech-
niques of
their trade that the students might never see
otherwise.

There may be occasions when the At ofstWo or
more subject matter eiCertS together could be
most effective For example, in a lesson on career
opportunities, several experts could present the
Situation froin their varying points of vie* In this
way, the class would get a more balanced picture
than if only one expert were present

In general, the following kinds of people may
Serve as subject matter experts for vocational pro-
grams.

Skilled craftsmen or experienced workers
Persbnnel managers
Labor experts
Management personnel
Researchers'
Technicians
Government officials working in capacities re-
lated to the occupation

7

Manufacturer's representatives
Customers, or.members, of the public served
by the occupation

Any member of the working world, from any posi-
tion in the occupation, from the local community
or from far away, is a potential candidate to be a
subject matter expert. The following brief ex-
amples are presented to stimulate your thinking on
how subject matter experts might be used in your
own occupational specialty.

Personnel Manager.Your students will be
looking for a job either during crafter their training
in your class. Therefore, it would be very helpful to
bring in a person whose job it is to lyre people in
your field Personnel managers can tell your stu-
dents about the traits and qualities they look for
when hiring. ,

Quite often a person working in a particular pa
sition cannot tell you exactly why he or she .wAs
hired, but personnel managers can They can tell
your students which skills are most important,
what kind of experience is most valuable, and what
personal qualities are helpful in getting and keep-
ing a_job Personnel managers may also be able to
coach your students on how to apply for a posi-
tion, how to dress for, and behave in, a job inter-
view, and what credentials should be presented

Labor Market Expert.In this period of rapidly
changing technology and unstable employment
conditions, your students need up-to-date and au-
thoritative information about .the labor market in
their field. A labor expert can tell your students
wherb the job opportunities are, and what the out- ,

look is for the future. In the graphic arts industry,
for example,flflhere are few jobs for lock-up-men,
but strippers are in short supply, graphics students
should know about it. Students may bp encour-v
aged by being sure they are learning a marketable
skill, and may find motivation in knowing the latest
information about general pay scales

Skilled Worker.Vocational teachers in any
area may find that there are some aspects of the
occupation in which they are not as expert as they
would like to be In this case, the highly skilled
worker with some special expertise can be of great
value. In cosmetology, for instance, a new hair
styling technique may havgibeen recently de-
veloped A skilled stylist cotild give the class the
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1

(
latest information dr even demonstrate tne new

'technique. An unusual procedure for machining
magnesium can be explained to students by, a
skilled machinist.

If it can be arranged, it is ften best for the skilled
worker to make a presentation through a demon-
stration rather than a talk. Not only will this often
tend to make the subject matter expert feel More
comfortable, but the class usually gets more value
out of this type of presentation.

11,3"-se0,NNQL r'Nfttwk,e4m.
'In4ery iemj-ate

A subject matter expert can show your students the
- latest techniques being used in the occupation.

( Customer.Everybody, of cours is a cus-
tomer, but some customers, becausf of their ex-
perience and insight, may have a real contribution
/o make to vocational students. The auto mechan-
ics student, for example, may find.out that there is
a lot more to satisfying the customer than being
able to bleed brakes or adjust the carburetor.

A really knowledgeable automobile enthusiast-
may be able to tell the class (1) what kind of help
he/she expects from"the service advisor, (2) how
he or eilecwould liketis/her compleintS to be han-
dled, and (3) in what condition-he or she expects
the car to be reticed By listening to customers
early in their tr , students can save them-
selves much difficulty on the job and learn to
-prelate successful relation*ps with the public
they serve ,

As you plan your units ,iand lessons,' you may
identify numerous other ways to utilize a subject
matter expert. You may decide to bring in a subject
matter expert-to critique the work of a student who
is particularly skilled in a given technique. You
might call in an expert to tell the class how the
quality of their work compares with industry sten-
clakls_You may ask a master craftsman to demon-
strate an unusual craft, such as handcarving of
decorative woodwork, that is now almost entirely a.
Machine process. The possibilities for makir2,g use
of the many people available as subject matter
experts are almost limitless

Determining When to Use a Subject Matter Expert

While there are many possible beneAts, the de-
cision to use a subjed matter expert in the class-
room should be based primarily on whether such a
presentation would help to achieve the desired
educational objective. If you come to the conclu-

. sion that a unique learning experience is required,
or that a student need exists that you cannot fill,
the next step is to determine what kind of enrich-
ing experience would be best

The options might include using a subject mat-.
ter expert, taking a field trip, sending students out
into the community, showing a film, or some other
activity. A field trip might be the best possible ex-
perience, but sometimes field trips prove to be
impractical or impossible because of the excessive
time and cost involved, unavailability of transpor-
tation, or inaccessibility of field trip sites. A subject
matter expert provides a good alternative means of
bringing the world bf work into contact iith the
classroom.

I

In considgring the use of a subject matter expert,
you should carefully estimate the contribution the
expert could make toward achieving the objective,
and whether the advantages of the choice out-
weigh any posjble disadvantages. Some possible
disadvantages might t)e that (1) excessive extra
planning and preparation would be involved, {2)
there would be an expense involved in hirinq,the
subject matter expert, or (3) the effect that the
expert's presentation would have on the class is
unknown in advance

Before deciding to use a subject matter expert in
the classroom, you should be sure that the follow-
ing conditions exist.

There is a direct relationship between the
educational objectives and the expert's pre-
sentation.
The expert can provtde a necessary learning
experience not otherwise available

8 9
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tn- school or community subject matter ex-
* peas are available.

Alternative learnirtg experiences will not, fulfill
the requirements of the objectives as well.
The subject matter expert is capable of mak-
ing a valuable presentation to the students.

4* Students are capable of learning from the ex-
pert's presentation.

I Sufficient time is available to select the expert
and plan for the learning experier1ce.
You haw administrative approval for inviting
a subject matter expert into your classroom.

Selectihg the Subject Matter Expert

The ideal subject matter expert haS great exper-
tise, poise, and ability to make effective and
motivating presentations, and is a desirable model

--101--StUctents to pattern their behavior after. You
should search for experts that possess enough bf
these qualities to make the presentation valuable
and effective. The expert should

posserkathe special expertise your students
need to help them reach the educational ob-

.
jectives
hive a-positive attitude toward students, vo-
cational education, arrd his/he/ownown occupa-
tion
be able to organize his/her thoughts in siich a
way that students can comprehend the-infor-
mation presented
posseSS sufficient poise and command of the
language to speak easily and clearly to la
group

'el present a general model of excellence worthy
of imitation by studentg 0

eh. be available when the students are ready for
the presentation

In. selecting a subject matter expert, your goal
should be to choose the person most qualified to

'provide the needed learning experience for the
students Students may be involved in the process

*ef deciding what kind of person is needed and in
getting leads on where to locate the person.

There are a' number of formal and informal
methods a teacherlmay use to locate the required
expert, wging from simply asking around to con-

-

A

suiting refer-
ence publi-
cations. In
some "scoot
systems ?
thereis a
comprehensive
directory of
community
resources.
Where such
a directory is
available, it is
the best
single
source of in-
formation
and should be checked f rst. In other systems, a
staff member may have the responSibility of con-
tacting community groups and individuals who
might like to\ be involved with the*schbol This

'person may have a file of potential guest speakers
you/can check.

gr FERENa
Roots

If you have no such sources from which to iden-
tify experts, there are ()the* ways of locating in-
terested persons Review Chamber of Commerce
publications, theck the Yellow Pages for busi-
nesses in your occupational area, or contact civic
groups, professional organizations, educational
organizations, and labor unions. On a more per-
sonal basis, you can ask your acquaintances, col-
leagues, and students to help you locate a subject
matter expert. People already in the field may be

910



able to direct you to' an expert they know on tran-
tistorizeig, ignitions computerized inventory con-
trol, or cake decoratin'ig.

Your program advisbry committee is also agoo
source of information which you should not ig-
nore. In addition, in the course of your day-to.-day
activities, you may encounter a subjedtinatter ex-
pert or as lead to finding one. Always be on the
lookout for persons who can enrich your.class-

; room activities and keep a file of their navies for
future reference.

After a suitable person is located, an initial con-
tact will need to be made.'At that time, you should
explain to the expert in general terms what kind of
assistance the class needs. You should also men-
tion a suitable date for the presentation. The expert
probably will have some questions and may ,have
some concerns. You should respond to these un-
certainties in a brief and straightforward manner

A

Most people are justly proudof their knowledge
or skill and_will be pleased to accept your invitation
to assist if it can possibly be arranged. MemberS of
some professional and civic associations are
awarded credits by their groups4or this kind of
service This gives them additional motivation to
help'.

Care should be taken to avoid too extensive use
of any one person 9n the other hand, a qualified
person who has agreed to help and is not used may
lose interest. It is only reasonable for you to expect
some refusals, however, Some people will, not be
able to spare the, time Others may riot feel
confident in their aVity to make a presentatiOn to
a.group of students. Some will frankly feel that it is
not worth their while to participate

Planning with the Sillect Matter Expert

After the initial agreement is reached, the prO-
spective visitor heeds* be given enough informa-
tion about your class and your program to have an
adequate frame of reference from which to plan an
appropriate presentation. It is helpful to supply
background information about the goals of the,
program, the present activities of the class, and the
kinds of students enrolled. Most important:how-
ever,- you need to be sure the expert has a clear
picture of the purpose of the presentation and the
educational objectives it is designed to achieve

Ultimately, a written explanation of the purpose
and objectives of the presentation shckuld, be given

, to the expert to avoid any misunderstandings.
Once you and your students have cooperatively

r_

et

developed a lis,t of questions that the presentation
should answer, this list should also be given.to the
expert in advance. Besure to use plain English and
not educational jargon.

You may want to make suggestions as to the
teaching procedus the expert might use in the
presentation. In the case of an expert who is very
inexperienced in making presentations, you may
need to suggest appropriate techniques or help by
providing visual aids.

There area number of other items that the visitor
to the school needs to know about. Though these
may seem routine, they should not be forgotten
because they are essential to the production of a
smooth, useful, a1dpleasant experience. The visi-
tor should be furnished with theflailowing informa-
tion

the, dtte, time, and exact location of the pre-
sentation
the amount of time that is allotted for the pre-
sentation
agreement as to any special equipment or
facilities required
directions to the school and to the location
within the building to which he/she should

,- report, and information about parking
Since in most instances, the subject matter ex-

pert will be donating time anti effort, you ishould
assume. major responsibility for making arrange-
ments-and providing facilities and equipment. The
expert should generally be Considered as a guest
in the classroom

I



1:,1reparii3g the Class for the Visit
1(

,

, To enable .your stu,derfts to gain maximum
4; benefit.froht tfexpert's presentation, you must

give the'm adequate preparation for the visit. The
students, thenirtVesce participate n' the plan-

7-rithg prqbegtO he class should be given 'some
bia6knd information about the expert, em-
phasizing(1) his/her particular qualifications, and

' 3(2) why he/she was selected to make the presenta-
tion at this time: The group should clearly under-
stand what educational bOjectike the, expert is ex-
pectedlo help thern achieve.

Allow sortie class.timdbeforehand for1students
to ask any
questions
they may

have about
the presenta-

tion Tell
them what

they will be
A expected to

do in relation
'to the pre-

sentation-
(e.g., take

potesrlpre-
pare a report,

V1.570,c,
Px1)EQT

Chi I I C air

06 tCC/e3

answer test

During the Presentation

In order toensuke that the visit can be a success,
you shotild-try to create an atmosphere which is
freertlf tension and to encourage each student to
be open and receptwe to thepresentation. With
good plannstg, you should have created the foun-
dation for this atmosphere Now you will need to
strive to maintain it. Make sure that the classroom
has been se_ t up as tt* guest has requested and, if
necessary, check to see that any technical equip-
ment and operators needed are ready

The guest should be introduced to 'the class
Then, the presentatiori can be turnOd over to him/
her while you assume the agreed -upon role You
may serve as an obserker, moderator, interviewer,
or in some other function necessary to the success
of the presentation. You must remember that the
ultimate responsibility for the class is yours, how-
ever. Therefore, if there are any unfbreseen

41.

questions). Give them a frame of /'eference to help
them understand hoW the presentatioNs related
to what trey have already learned.

.
eTh following important items should be con-

sidNed when the class is prepanng for the expert's
.visit:

Develdrfa list of questionS to be &towered in
the course of the presentation and/or discus-
sion; these can bedeveloped cooperativ,ely by
students and teacher, and a copy should be
givento the expert to aid him/her in planning
the presentation
Schedule related class activities (e.g , prepa-
ration, assignments, etc.) to take place before
the expert's visit
Provide students with any necessary back-
ground material's on the topic tb be covered.
Make sure that students understand what
constitutes appropriate styclent behavior
while the gvest is present
Appoint a student to meet the guest and es-
cort him/her to the class location
Prepare students to operate the ,audio Or
video equipment if the,aresentation is to be
recorded for future use.

I

hitches, interruptions, or student behavior prob-
lems, you will need to take care-of them.-Any prob-
lems should be handredas quickly, pleasantly, and
unobtrusively as possible at*

If there is to be a class discussion period during
or after the prestntation, it is your teak to keep the
discussion focused on the topic and to assist the
visitor in hirldling the students' questtons and
comments' Encourage the class ro ask any ques-
tions that they feel will help them If students beg is
to askirrelevant Or personal questions (e g , "How
much do you make"); quickly move the discus-
sion-to a safer area. When they have finished, you
should ask questions about any important' reas
which have not been tovered Qr

1 To gain skillon handling class discussions, you May wish to refer to
Module C-2. Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussions, and Sym-
posiums

11
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Theltoblem of what to do if the° subject matter
expert fairs completely is occasionally a real one'
You will need'
to act deck
sively ii
order to save
the visitor
from acute
embarrassment
and the class
from a waste
of time. As'
much value
should be
salvaged
from the pre-
sentation as
possible

,
Follow-Up

This may require you to assume full charge of the
situation. Often, simply changing quickly from a
formal -.presentation td a very informal question-
and-answer session may save the day. In,any case, .
it is up-to you to move with poise and confidence to
prevent unnecessary embarrassment on the part
of the visiting expert.

'After the expert has left, you should revieweith
th6 class the significant points or comments
by the expert Try to relate this information to the,
other lessons they are studying in the program.
Encourage them to attempt to determine how this
material relates to, or affects their occupational
goals. SummanZe.the mi/11 themes

Thtsls also the time ,to have your class evaluate
the presentation" Find out if they thought it wad
helpfuk to them, What they thought was helpful,
and what, if anything, they felt was .lacking Later,
you may wish to summarize thesecommeas with

on evaktation of the etfectiverkesrlof the
presentation This summary can then -be filed td
aid you or other teacqers in the schooton planning
future uses of subjeft matter expert.

O

During the follow-up session, you and your stu-
dents could also discuss what additionaUypes of
activities should occur as a result of this preSenta-
tion .0theriessons may be needed to supplement
Or expand upon Uik material in the presentation.
Studenlioriay be ?Wrested in planning and
pleting individual or group projects as a res
something they were made aware of during the
presentation

very important that a letter, of ap-
preciation be sent to the expert: thanKing him/her
for the contribution made .This letter should be
prepared by one,pr more class members An addi-
tional way to show appreciation, and to sharithe
experience with others, is to have an article pre- _

pared for the local or school newspaper concern-
ing the presentation

Using Recordings and Telephone Conferences
et

When cost, distanCe, time, o; availability make it
inpossible for a particular subject matter expertlq
visit your class in person, he/she can still speak to .

your class through the use of electronics. The ex-
pert's message can be presented via an audiotape
recording, a videotape recording, or telephony.
each has its advantages\and limitationsisend'each
can make a substantial contribution to the instrUC-
tional program.

4
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Addiotape Recordings
It is relatively easy to make an audiotaperecord-

ing of the' subject matter expert's presentation.2 A
:minimum of equipment is required (a good quality
portable cassette recorder is adequate), and the
technical procedures are fairly simple Because
the expert can''be recorded in his/her own sur-
roundings, he/she may feel more relaxed than in a
'formal setting, The presenlationcan take the form
of an informal interview or a prepared speech.

The Obvious limitations of this techniqueare that
there are'na visual in ages and no pOssibility of
interaction between the students and the expert.
Visual-aids can be used in conjunction with the
recording, but they must be carefully coordinated
with the presentation in advance. A good quality
sound system must be used to play back the tape in
the classroom to ensure pleasant listening and
accurate understanding

Videotape Recordings
. Making a videotape recording of a subject mat-.

ter expert's presentation is a more complex under-
taking, but the ptsiibilities of the medium are
enormous. Almost any teacher who has access to
portable videotape recording equipment can learn
tobperateitwell enough to make a simple tape of a
talk or interview.3 Ordinary roonilighting and a
single microphone are all that are needed

;- .Ifthe school has a skilled media technician on its
staff, it is possible to tape a complex presentation
such as a demonstration of a skill or a technical
process. In such cases, the videotape has the dis-
tinct advantage of allowing extreme close-ups of
the expert., at work, revealing details that a live
demonstration cannot The tape can be edited to
eliminate ineffective sequences, and the tom-
pleted program can be reused for many classes
over a period of time Of course, interaction be-
tween the expert and the students is still not pos-
sible.

ft

Portabje Conference Telephone
Yhb portable conference telephone is a small,

simple device that can be installed in the class-
room to amplify a telephone conversation so that it

2 To-gain skill in preparing and using audiotapes, you may wish to refer
to Module C-26. Present Information with Audio Recordings

3 To gain skills in preparing and using* videotapes, you may wish to refer
to Module C-27, Present Information with Televised and Videotaped
Materials

may be heard kiy an entire group lialso allows any/
member of the audience to speak to the perscin at
the other end of the line. The portable conference
telephone can thus be used to bring the subject
matter expert intoi.the class "live," and two-way
communication between expert and audience is
posSible This arrangement has the obvious ad-
vantage of providing a feeling of presence and
communication that an audiotape recording can-
not match.

Because it makes the expert's presatation to
the class almost as simple as picking up the tele-
phone, the opportunities for expert participation
are considerably broadened. The expert can
come to yourclassroom instantly from any spot in
the country without travel time or expense, Be-
cause it involves so little disruption of their nor-
mal scheales, a wider variety of people are more
likely to be able to participate.

You should plan and prepay or the telephone
conference as carefully as fOr a personal visit by
the expert. In addition, both you and the class
should ,familiarize yourselves with the portable
conference telephone beforehand. 'All need to
learn how tooperate the simple controls and how
to use the microphernes effectively for the
question-and-answer period. The microphones
and sound controls should be monitored con-
tinuously during the presentation by the
teacher-moderatdr or student-moderator in
charge of the unit

If you plan to make a tape recording of the
presentation for later use, you must first obtain
the permission of the speaker to do so "Then,
during the recording, you will need to add a signal.
to indicate that a tape is beinc made

.The equipment itself is a compact, completely
portable Unit weighing less/han 20 pounds It has
a phone handset and two remote microphones to
enable the audience to speak to the expert Costs
may vary, but at the time of this writing, a typical

"%charge for the portable conference telephone is
$80 for initial charges and $19 25 per month
rental There is no installation charge unless
your facility does not have the required four-
prong telephone jacks Regular long distance
telephone rates will apply to all calls.

14
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The conference telephone technique has %

great deal pf potential for bringing a subject mat-
ter expert into the vocational classroom. If you
prepare thoroughly for the presentation and
supervise the experience adequately, the tele-.

/

114

I

phone 'presentation* can be almost as real, as
natural, and as beneficial as having a livevisitor in
the room. The important difference is that -the
conference telephone technique gives you many
more options in choosing a subject matter expert.

A'

( Optional
Activity

%11 0
`..

I- ---.
iOptional

Activity

% 0

li

A

J
For a view of how one well-organized teacher used a subject matter expert
to stimulate his class and bring in current information, you may wish to
view the videotape, "Uttlize a Subject, Matter Expert This videotape is
recommended viewing, especially for persons who have not had class-
room teaching experience. Note the efficient way in which the teacher
applies techniques for selecting the expert, preparing the class for the
presentation, and following up on the experience. I

YOur institution may have available videotapes showing examples of
teachers using subject matter experts to present information. If sc you
may wish to view one or more_of these videotapes. You might also cboose
to critique the performance of each teacher in using subject matter ex-
perts, using the criteria provided-in this module, or critique forms or
checklists provided by your resource person.

For detailed information on the conference telephone service available in
your locality, you may wish to visit the business offpie of your local tele-
phone company . You may be able to obtain printed materials on the
portable conference telephone. You should also l?e able to examine the
latest equipment and see how it operates The service representative can
furnish you with the current installation charges and monthly rent& rates
for-your area

14
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SELF-CHECK

The following items check your comprehension of the material in the
information sheet..Using a Subject Matter Expert,' pp. 6-14. Each of the
five items requires a short essay -type response. Please explain fully, but
briefly, and make sure you respond to all parts of each item.

L,

1 As you talk lb a prospective subject matter isKiSert about con ry2 to your class to make a presentation,
what points could you make that might'convince him/her/ to contribute time and effort to this
undertaking?

'4t

2. There may be any number of good reasons for using a subject matter expert uti the classroom, but
what is the primary and overriding reason? Why must this be so?

4

4

4



3. If you locate a valuable subject matter expert who is completely inexperienced in working with
students, what can you do as a teacher to heIrmake the presentation a success?

4 In addition to having him/her make a formal presentation or a talk to your students, how could you
use a subject matter expert in furthering the work of your class?

5 Why might the use of the conference telephone technique be the best choice in ,having a subject
matter expert give a presentation?

a

16



Compare ur written responses on the Self-Cheek with the Model An-
swers given below Your responses need not exactly duplicate the model
responses; howiever, you should have covered the same major points

4

MODEL ANSWERS
1. It is probably note good idea to make a hard

"sales pitch," but a few points may help sway
the undecided prospettive expert. You can
point out to the expert that he/she hat an un-
usual or a very high level skill that students will
gain greatly fromshearihg about You can irrdi-
cate that no one else has quite the required
Nalification4,.that he/she has

You could suggest that by helping a new gener-
ation of students, the expert is repaying his/her
obligation to those who helped in his/her train-,
ing period. Yoti may be able to illustrate that
there is a great deal of personal satisfaction in
working with students Finally, you can make
the expert Aware of the fact that he/she may
discover some excellent prospective em -""

vployees through contact with this lass
4

2 The overnding'reason to utilize a subject matter
expert in the Classroom must be to enable stu-
dents to achieve thedesired educational objec-

t tives All other considerations of shtdent inter-
est, convenience,-or vatiety must be secondary
to this primary concern The educational objec-
tives must be clear Then, the choice of whethef

.to u4e an expert or lib plan for another instruc-
tional approach can be made on a sound basis

If there are . alternatives then each can be
weighed as to its ability to help reach the objec-

. ,tiv,e. If the use of a subp?ct matter expert is
clearly required, then you can work out the

. feasibility of tie 'plan'

3: You, can do a great' deal by het-ping the expert
select thp teaching method and prepare the
actual presentation. The approach should be
kept simple and informal and the presentation

ti

uncomplicated You can prepare visual aids,
gather and set up needed equipment, kind in
general take a good dealof confusing reepon-
sibility frbm the visitor. In conducting the pre-
sehtation, you can help by maintaining control
and directing the class, thereby reassuring the
visitor and alloying him/her to concentrate on
the conterit of the talk ..

4 Each occupational subject area .may have a
number of 'specialized and unique ways of
using a subject matter expert The expert can
help evaluate student,projects, act as a jucte,
give advice to students who are tiaving special
technical problems, or work with a small group
of very advanced students. The expert could
spend a period objectively observing students' .
work in the laboranry, and then give.them a
supervisor's reaction to their procedures

In some cases, the-expert might assume one of
the roles he/she actually plays on his/her job,
while students take the part of customers or
fellow workers Other approaches might range
from a very informal talk session around a table
in the school cafeteria to having the expert put'
on a complete demonstrption of'a skill for a few
observers

5 If the proposed topic can be dealt with in a talk
format, the telephone lecture or conference al-
lows for a great deal of choice on your part The
expert may be selected from any location, and
the time constraints are legs_difficult. Because '
most experts find telephone conversation easy,
even verLbusy 'people may riot hesitate to ac-
cept a tOc her's invitation In many ways, it
makes your job less difficult without lessening
the value of the presentation in any way

.
LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed Self-Check should have covered the same major points as
the moirel.respenses If you missed some points or have questions about any addition" points you
made, review the material in th,e information sheet:- Using a Subject Matter Expert, pp 6-14, or check

- with your resource person if -

4
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.. Learning Experience II ,

0
OVERVIEW

Activity

1,

. , \ .
.. ,.

In a simulated classroom- or laboratory situation,, use a subject matte?
expert to present information..

_ _ I

You will be selecting a dent performance qbjective in your occupational
spOalty that lends its& to using a subject matter expert to preserst
i n9frmatioil. .I
You will be selecting, modifying, or developing a lesson plan designed to
achieve that objective using a subject flatter expertto 'present informa-
tion.

You may wiah to have youl resouke person, review 'the adequacy of your
plan.

A

.
You will be selecting a subject matter expert and preparicig hith/ her for the
presentation.

r.

Activity You and the subject matter expect Viiit be presentirlg the Wagon to a group
of peers, or to your resource person.

19O
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ifOptional
A9ttvity 11)

V%0

I

, Your competency in using a subject.rpatter expek to present information
will be evaluated by your peers, or by your-redource per-don, using the
bdsson,Presentation Checklist, pp: 23-32.

You may wish to arrange for an actual subject matter expert to present
--information to one of your own university classes using the telephone

conference technique.

J

.00
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Activity
Select a student performance 'objective in your occupational specialty

f4vhich could be achieved, at least partially, by using a subject matter expert
to present information. (In a real world situation, you start with an objective
and then select the most appropriate materials and/or teaching methods.
In this practice situation, however, _you need to select an objective that
lends itself to using a subject matter expert to present information.)

Prepare a detailed lesson plan which includes an explanation of how the
subject matter expert will be used to present information, and how you will

, prepare the expert and the class for the presentation. The expert's presen-
fation may be one part of the overall lesson or may constitute the entire
lesson. Instead of developing a lesson plan, you may select a lesson plan
that you have developed previously, and adaptthat plan's° that it includes
the use of a subject matter expert to present information,

4

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of the
plan. He/she could use the Teacher Performance Assessment Form in
Module B-4, Develop a Lesson Plan, as a guide

Based on the requirements of your lesson plan, select an apprbpriate
"subject matter expert This need not be .alierson outside your immediate
school or university environment Since this is a simulation, it would be
preferable to use a peer, colleague, orjesource person with the necessary
expertise to make an effective presentation Contact the expert, make
arrangements for him or her to make the presentation, and prepare him or
her for the presentation

.
In a simulated classroom or laboratory situation, prepare a class of one to
five peers for the presentation and,:mith the subject matter expert; present
your lesson to the group of peers These peers will serve two functions (1)
they will role-play the students to whom you and the expert are presenting
the lesson, and (2) they will evaluate your performance If peers are not
available to you, you may present your lesson to your resource person

ti
Vultiple copies of the Lesson Presentation Checklistare provided in this
learning experience Give a copy to each peer, or to your resource person,
before:rnaKing the presentation in order to ensure that each knows what to
look for in the lesson. However; indicate thatduringihe lesson, all attention
is to be directed toward you, and that the checklists are to be completed
after the lesson is finished

21
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111 Optional

Activity

VP

If you are enrolled in university classes covering professional or technical
skills, and if you have access within thessclasses to a portable conference
telephone, you may wish to make use of this situation to gain practice in
using the portable conference telephone.-At a time when a subject matter
e4pert could be used to help your class to achieve 'a partrekilar course
objective, try to arrange for your professor or instructor to allow you to take
over the class temporarily. Locate and make arrangements with an appro-
priate subject matter expert. Prepare tkith the expert and the class for the
presentation or interview. Set up and test the equipment, monitor or
moderate the presentation, and conduct the necessary follow-up ac-
tivities.

22
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

r

4

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performan'ce component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X io the N/A box

,

Name

Date

Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

In the prepayieion stage, the teacher:
1. provided the class with informatiof1 about the visitor and the objectivet C11'111E10of the presentation prior to his/her arriial

2. organized classroom learning activities to lead up to the topic of the
subject matter expert's presentation

3 planned cooperatively with the class what responsibilities they would
have in terms of taking notes, passing a test, producing a report, etc EIDDE

4. informed the class about the standards of behavior which would be DEIDEIexpected during the presentation4

During the subject matter expert's visit, the teacher:
5. arranged for the visitor to be greeted a ?d Oroperly introduced to theEDDE

class

6 maintained control of the group's behavior and took care of routine
matters as necessary EIEHEIE

7 assisted the visitor in handling the qUestion-and-answerieriod of the EIDDEpresentation

8 drew the presentation period to a close at the end of the allotted time EDDE
Based on the expert's presentation, he/she appeared to have been:
9. oriented to the purposes and objectives of the presentation EIDDE/ r,

10. given a list of questions that the presentation should answer El
11. provided with information about the class and its special needs and/or mut' Lointerests

12. provided with adequate information about the date, time allotted, EIDDElocation of the classroom, and other routine matters

13. adequately provided for in terms of needed facilities or equipment CIDDE
After the subject matter expert's visit, the teacher:
14 helped the class summarize the main ideas and points presented by

the expert EICIDE

23 24
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15. related the presentation to past and future classes .

16. dveloped with the help of the class a summary evaluation of the

presentation .

17. arranged for a formal letter of thanks to be sent to the subject matter

expert .. .

Overall:
18. the use of a subject matter expert seemed to be an appropriate tech-

nique based on the objectives of the lesson ... . .

19. the subject matter expert possessed the qualities necessary to make a

successful presentation . ...... .

20. the subject matter expert successfully aided students in meeting the
lesson objectives .

.41

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional. activities the
teacher needs to Complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

*PI 24
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LESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

.4
Directions: Place aia X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components wag not accomplished;
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performanc4 component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute,,placee an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

00' 41/11C- .
,it L .

.z.- i' q't <44
In the preparation stage:110 teacher:

1. provided the class with information about the, visitor and the objectives
of the presentation prior to his/her arrival .

2. organized classroom learning activities to lead up to the topic pf the
subject matter expert's presentation . f .

3. plalied cooperatively with the class what responsibilities they would
ha#: in terms of taking notes, passing a test, producing a report, etc El It E El

4. informed the class about the standards of behavior which would be
EMexpected during the presentation .. . .

During the subject matter expert's visit, the teacher:
5. arranged for the Visitor to be greeted and properly introduced to the

class .

6. maintained control of the group's behavior and took care of routine
matters as necessary

7. assisted the visitor in handling the question-and-answer period of the
Cnpresentation

8. drew the presentation period to a close at the end of the allotted time El ID
Based on the expert's presentation, he/she appeared to have been:
9. oriented to the purposes and objectives of the presentation

10 given a list of questions that the presentation Vuld answer-

11. provided with information about the class and its special needs and/or
interests .

.."
12. provided with adequate information about the date, time allotted,

location of the classroom, and other routine matters . E:1-

lfof13. adequately provided for in terms o needed facilities or equipment 11]

O

After the subject matter expert's visit, the teacher:

ElE] III
14 helped the class summarize the main ideas and points presented by

the expert ....
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'15. related the presentation to past and future classes El

16. developed with the help of the class a summary evaluation of the
I:1

presentation . . . ..... .

17. arranged for a formal letter of thanks to be sent to the subject matter
c=1

expert

Overall:
18. the use of a subject matter expert seaTned to be an appropriate tech-

nique based on the objectives of the lesson .... 10-

19. the subject matter expert possessed the qiialitiestlecessary4o make a

successful presentation . ....... .

20, the subject matter expert successfully aided students in meeting the E C] [IT]I lesson objectives

,
LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO oe-
PARTiAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine t additional activities the

teacher needs to complete an order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

4i
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ESSON PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NCI, PRRTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that'
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or hilly accomplished, If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was nett applicable, or impossible

to execute, place an X in the N/A box

Name

Date

Resource Person

4

In the pr- operation stage, the teacher:
1. provided the class with information about the visitor and the objectives n

of the presentation prior to his/her arrival 1_1

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

o

2. organizgil classroom learning activities to lead up to the topic of the
subject matter expert's presentation

3. planned cooperatively with the class what responsibilities they would ri
have in terms of taking notes, passing a test, producing a report, etc

4. informed the class about the standards of behavior which would be
expected during the presentation ... . ..... .

1,1

During the subject matter expert's visit, the teacher:
'5. arranged for thwsitor to tie greeted and properly introduced to the

class . . . . . . . _ . .

6. maintained control of the group's ehavior and took care of routine4
matters as necessary , "

7 assisted the visitor in handling th'etuestion-and-answer period of the
presentation .r .

8. drew the presentation period to a close at the end of theellotted time

Based on the expert's presentation, he/she appeared to have been:
9. oriented to the purposes and objectives of the presentation

1.0. given a list of guestions that the presentation should answer .

11. provided with information about the class and its special nelmds.and/of
interests .. .

VP

12. provided with adequate information about the date, time allotted, Ej
location ot the classroom, and other routine matters . .

E
E

13. adequately provided for ih terms of needed fvlities or equipment [I]
4

After the subject matter expert's visit, the teacher:
14. helped the clps summarize the main ideas and points presented

the expert

a

fi
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15. related the presentation to past and future classes .
_if:

16. developed with the help of the class a summary evaluation of the E.1:1 El
17. arranged for a formal letter of thanks to be sent to the subject matter Cl

presentation . . .

ekpert

Overall:
18. tfve use of a subject nilatter expert seemed to bb an appropriate tth-

nique based on the objectives of the lesson CI El 1:1

19. the subject matter expert possessed the qualities necessary to make a [3
successful presentation . . . : . _ . . . . .

20., the subject matter expert successfully aided students in meeting the

jectives . . . . . . . Cl
n.

. .

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses If any item receives a NO or

PARTIAL response, the t cher and resource person should meet to determine what additional adeVIties the

firteacher needs to com e in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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LESSON 'PRESENTATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the flowing-' performance component was not accomplished,
partially acc plished, or fully accomplished If; because.of ,special cir-
curinstances, a performance compOnent was not applicable, or. impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date .11

Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

tr I
In the preparation stage, teacher:
1. ided the rmation about the visitor and the objectivep 00

of the presentation pn his/her arrival

orgarlized classroom learning activities to lead up to the topic of the ED -0subject matter expert's preSentatiori

3. planned cooperatively wit ,the class what responsibilities they would
hatie in terms of taking n es, passing a test, producing a reportLetc

4. informed' the class about the standards of behavior which would be DOexpected during the presentation

During the Subject matter expert's visit, the teacher:
5. arranged for the visitor to be greeted and properly introduced to the

class

6. maintained control of the group's behavior and took care of routine C1 0 Eimatters as necessary

7. assisted the visitor in handling the question-and-answer period of the Eforio
presentation

8. drew the presentation period to a close at the end of the allotted time DO
Based on the expert's presentation, he/she appeared to have been:
9. oriented to the purposes and objectives of the presentation

10.Siven a list of questions that the presentation should answer I:1 DO
11 provided with information about the class and its special needs and/or

interests . .

12 provided with adequate information about the date, time allotted, riEllialocation of the classroom, and other routine matters

13 adequately proWded for in terms of needed fatilrfieg de equipment -0 OD
After the subject matter expert's visit, the teacher:*

.14 helped the class summarize the main ideas and points presented by
the expert .

29
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15. related the present ion to past and future classes

16. developed with the' p of the class a summary evalUatiori of the

presentation

17. arranged for a formal letter of thanks to be sent to the subject matter
C=.1

expert ,

Overall:
18 the use of a subject matter expert seemed to be an approprrate

nique based on the objectives of the lesson . . CI [=-11

19. the subject matter expert possessed the qualities necessary to make`a /
C l El

successful presentation . . . . .

lesson objectives
20 the subject matter expert successfully aided students in meeting the *0 El

k- .e .

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL:, br N/A responses If'any item receives a NQ or

PARTIAL response, the teacher andfesource person should meet to determine what additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s),

,r1
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LESSON PRESENVTION CHECKLIST

i
. .

Directions: Place an X in th* NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to rndicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplked,
partially accomplished, ofully accomplished' If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box

'CS

Name

Date

Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

e ,S,.
C' ,,,

. , 1 29 le 4t4
in the preparation stage, the teacher:

, '. . 44 the presentation prior to his/her arrival
1. 'provided the class with information about the

ri
visitor and the objectives Ei 0

. ,

41 2. organized classroom learning activities. to lead up to the topic of the
. subject matter expert's presentation El El El El .

.

3 planned cooperatively with the' class what responsibilities they would
have in terms of taking notes, passing a test, producing a report, etc

--,-- ,

ElElEl
-4 informed the class abodt the standards of behavior which would be

, expected during the presentation' El
During-the subject matter expert's visit, the teacher:
t arranged-for the visitor to be greeted and properly introduced the

class

6 maintained control of the g'roup's behavior and took care of routine
matters as necessary ,

7. assisted thp visitor in handling the question-and-answer period of the
presentation El El

8. drew the presentation period to a close at the end of the allotted time a
4

Based on the expert's presentation, he/she appeared to have been:
9 oriented to the purposes and objectives of the pre-tation El

10 given a' list of questions that the presentation should answer

11._ :provided 1dth information about the class and its special needs and/or
interests

12 provided -with adequate information about the date, time allotted,
Ibc.ition of the classroom, and other routine matters

413 adequately provided for in term's of needed facilities or equipment

After the subject mater expert's Visit, the teacher:
14 helpec -the class e the main ideas and poinfS presented by

Elthe expert . . 7

31
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15. related the preseritation to past and future'classes Er
16. developed, with the help of the class a summary evaluation n. of the

presentation
\ [=1 11 El ),

-17. arranged fot a formal letter of thanks to be Sent to the subject matter
rt El CIexpert

Overall:
18. the use ofa subject matter expert seemed to be an appropriate tech-

El Elnique based on the objectives of the lesson . .

19 the subject matter expert possessed the qualities necessary to make a

presentation . .

20 the subject matter expert successfully aided students in meeting the
1:3lesson objectives

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO or
PARTIAL rpsponse, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities the
teacher needs to completee order to reach competency in the weak area(s)
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LeOrning Experience III
FINAL EcPERIENCE.

"*.

r

In an actual school situation', use a subject matter expert to present
information.

As you' plan your gssons, decide when usiria subject matter expert to
present infatiori could be used effectively to aid in meeting the lesson
objectives. Based o'iithat decision, use a subject Matter expert to present
information. This will inctude

'selecting, modifying,.or developing a lesson plan which includes the
Activity 4

use of this technique
44 selecting, contacting, securing, and preparing an appropriate subject

matter expert
preparing the students for the expert's presentation
arranging the setting'and securing needed equipment
presenting .the lesson with the subject matter expert
conducting needed follow-up activities

NOTE: As you complete each of the preliminary activities above, document
your actions (in writing, on tape, through a log) for assessment pqrposes.

Your resource person' may want you to submit ydur written lesson plan to.,
him /het for evaldation before you present the lesson. It may be helpful for
your resource person to use the TPAF from Module B-4, Develop a Lesson
Plan, to guide his/her evaluation. ,

You May also wish to plan and conduct a presentation using a subject
.matter expert in a telephone conference situation. If you choose to do this,
arrange in advance to have your resource person observe your perfor

;mane.

Arrange in advance for you/ resource person to review your documenta-
tion and observe the lesson presentation.

Your total competency will be assessed by your resource person, using the
Telicher Performance Asseesrnent Form, pp. 35-38.-

fiased upon the criteria specified in this assess ment instrument, your
resource person will determine whether you are competent in ,using a
subject matter expert to present information.

'For a definition of ual schPol situation, see the inside back cover
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01 TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM'
Use Subject,Matter Experts to PrelAnt Information (C-20)

Name

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.
If, because of special cirCumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X irr the N/A box - Resource Person

Date

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

.

(7
14 . 0

In the decision and selection stage, the teacher:
1 made the decision to use a subject matter expert on

educationally sound bases, ..

2 selected a subject matter expert who appeared to have
the qualities necessary to make a successful presenta- EDO DEItion

3. secured administrative approval for using the expert =1 E000
In the' planning and preparation stage, the teacher:
4. oriented the subject matter expert to the purposes and DriEl*IDEIobjectiiles of the proposed presentation

5. prepared with students a list of questions that should be
rt ED El Lobanswered by the expert's presentation

its special needs and/or interests
6 provide d the expert with information about the class and

E- CI El
7. provided the subject matter expert with information

about the date, time allotted, location of th, classroom,
and other routine matters

El bp8. assisted the expilitt in selecting techniques or preparing
the presentation if necessary

9. arranged for any special equipment or classroom
facilities as required by the presentation or requested by

Ei c]the expert

10. provided the class with information about the visitor and
Eithe objectives of the presentation prior to his/her arrival

11. organized classo'om learning activities to lead up to the
to'pJt of the subject matter expert's presentation EH:
planned cooperatively with the class Vie responsibilities
which they would have in termsof taking notes; passing a

Eltest, producing a report, etc . . .

6
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13 informed the class about the standards of behavior
which would be expected during the pregentation 0. E] El

During the subject matter expert's visit, the teacher:
14 arranged for the visitor to be greeted and properly intro

duced to the class

15 maintained control of the group's behavior and took care
of routine matters as necessary

16 assisted the visitor in handling the question-and-answer
period of the presentation

17 drew the presentation period to a close at the end of the
allotted time

El. ,

Ell

CI no
El

After the subject matter expert's visit, the teacher:
18 helped the class summarize the main ideas and points

1:1 0.1:7presented by the expert

19 related the presentation to what the class had already
1=1learned and to future learning

20. developed with the help of the class a summtry evalua- rti
tion of the presentation

21. arranged for a formal letter of thanks to be sent t the
subject matter expert El CI El El

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses If any item
receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine

what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak
area(s).
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBTE
MODULES
-- .

Organization
EaCh moduleis designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill arda considered important to teach-
ing success. A module is madelip of a,series of learning
experiences, some providing backgl'ound infdrmation,
some providing practice experleonces, and others com-
bining these two functions Completing these expen--
ences should enable you to achieve the terminal objec- .,,

bye in the final learning experience The final experience
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the
skill in an actual school situation when you are an intern,
a student teacher; or an inservice teacher

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individu'alize your
teacher education program You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
sess Similarly, you need not complete any learning ex-
perience within a module if you already have the skill
needed 'to complete it Therefore, before taking any
module, you should carefully review (1 ) the Introduction.
(2) the Objectives listed on p- 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience. 4fter comparing your present needs and com-
petencies with the information you have read in these
sections. you should be ready to make one of the follow-
ing decisions

that you do not have the .competencies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that you are competent in one or more of the en-
abling objectives leading to the final.learning ex-
perience, and thus can omit that (those) learning

. experience(s)
that, you are already competent in this area, and
ready to complete the final learning experience 4ril
order to "test out
that the module is inappropriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have acces* an actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resource person If
you do hot complete the final experience successfully.
meet with your resource person and arrange (1) to re-
peat the experience, or (2) complete (or review) puevious
sections of the module ar other related activities
suggested by your resource person before attempting to
repeat the final experience
Options for recycling are alto available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience
Any time you do not meet the minvnum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re-
source persgn may meet to select activities to help you
reach competency This could involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped, (2) repeating
activities, (3) reading supplementary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person, (4) designing your own learning experience, or
(5) completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person .

I
Terminology
Actual School Situation . refers to a situation in
which you are,actually working with, and responsible
for, secondary or post-secondary vocational students in
a real school An intern, a student teacheyor tap in-
service teacher Would be functioning in an actual school
situation If you do not have access to an actual school
situation whep you are taking the module, you can com-
plete the module up to the final learning experience,You
would then do the final learning experience later, i.e ,
when you have access to an actual school situation
Alternate Activity or Peedback refers to an item or
feedback device which may substitute for required
items which, due to special circumstances, you are un-
able to complete
Occupational Specialty refers to a specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e.g 1 the
service area Trade and Industrial Education includes
occupational specialties such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity)
Optional Activity or Feedback refers to an item
which is not required, but which is designed tcpsupple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning experi-
ence

urce Person refers to the person in charge of
your educational program, the professor, instructor,
admi trator, supervisor, or cooperating /supervi i
clasSrpom teacher who is guiding you ip taking This
module .

Student refers to the person who is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary
educational institution
Vocational Service Area refers to a major vocational
field agricultural education, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, home economics education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education, or trade and industrial edu-
cation
You or the Teac,her refers to the person who is tak-
ing the module.

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment
N/A The criterion was not met because it was not
applicable to the situation
None No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevent
Poor The teacher is unable to perform this skill or

steas only very limited- ability to perform it
-Stair The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an
acceptable manner, but has some ability to perform it
Good The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effect' manner .

Extelle t The teacher is able to perform this skill in a
very effective manner
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Titles of The Center'S 4

Performance-Based Teach& Education Modules

Cal port' A: Pvegrant Nanning. Development, and Evaluation

A-1 Prepare for a Community Survey
A-2 Conduct a Community Survey ,

A-4
t:the Findings of a Community survey

Itzei an Occupational Adyisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Adlispry Committee
A-8 Develop Pfbgram Goals and Otlfectivels
A-7 Conductan Occupational Analysis *
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plant
A-10 Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study
A-11 Evaluate Your Vocational Program

Category IL Instructional Planning
B-1 Determine Needs lend Inter** of Students
B-2 Develop Student Performance Objectives
B-3 Develop a Unit of Instruction
B-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
B-5 Select Student Instructional Materials
B-8 Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials

Category C: instructional Execution
C-1
C-2

Direct Field Trips
Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussions, and

Symposiums
Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group, and Question Box

Techniques -
C-4 Direct Students in Instructing Other Students
C-5, Employ Suriulation Techniques
C-8 Guide Student Study
C-7 Gjject Student Laboratory Experience,
C-8 *Direct Students in Applying Probler11 Solving Techniques

C-9 Employ tike Project Method
C-10
C-11
C-12
C-13

-e-i 4
C-15
C-16
C-17
C-18
C-19
C-20
C-24.
C-22

C-23
C-24
C-25
C-26
C-27
C-28
C-29

e

Introduce a Lesson
Summarize a Lesson
Employ Orat Quetitioning Techniques
Employ Reinforcement Techniques
Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners
Present an Illustrated talk
Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill
Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
Individualize Instruction
Employ the Team Teaching Approach
Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Information
Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
Present Information with Models, Real Objects, and Flannel

Boards .
Preeppt Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
Prebent Information with Filmitrips and Slides
Present Information with Films
Present Information with Audio Recordings
Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials

Empty Programmed Instruction
Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

Category 0: Instructional Evaluation

D-1 Establish Student Performance Criteria
D-2 Assess Student Pertormance Knowledge
D-3 Assess Student Performance Attitudes
13-4 Assess Student Perfqrmance Skills
0-5 Deterrnine*tudent Grades
0-6 Evaluate Your instructional Effectnreness

Category E: Instructional Menagetnnt
Project lestruchonal Resource Needs

E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Regions/Bathes

E-3 Arrange for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities

E-4 Maintain a Ring System

E-5 Provide for Student Safety
E-6 Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline
E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Category F: Quid
F-1 Gather Stu Rata Using Formal Data-Collection Techniques
F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferenifitta to Help Meet Student Needs
F-4 Provide Information on Educational and Career Opportunities

F-5 Assist Studen in Applying for Employment or Further Education

Category 03: SchooleommunIty Relations

G-1 Develop a School-Community Relations Plan for Your Vocational
Program

G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program

G-3 Develop Brochures to Pesthote Your Vocational Program
"G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-5 Prepare News Releases and Articles Concerning YourVocational

Progr
G-6 Arrangeasion and Radio Presentations Concerning Your

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House
G-8 Work with Members of the Community
G-9 Work with Sieteand Local Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Prijpgram

Category H: Student Vocational Organization
H21 Develop a Personal Philosophy Concerning Student Vocational

Organizations
H-2 Establish a Student Vocational Organization
H-3 Prepare Student Vocational Diganization Members for

Leadership Roles
H-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in eloping.

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activitiet-
H-5 Supervise Actnitties of the Student Vocational Organization
H-6 Guide Participation in Student Vocational Organization Contests

Category I: Professional Role and Development
1-1 Keep Up-to -Date Professionally
1-2 Serve Your Teaching Profession
1-3 Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education
1-4 Serve the School and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Te Position
1-6 Provide Laboratory Expo for Prospective Teachers

-1-7 Plan the Student Teachin Experience
1-8 Supervise Student Teac ns-

'Category J: Coon:Madan of alive Education

J-1 Establish Guidelines for Your Vocational Program

.1-2 Manage the Attendance. Transf , and Terminations of Co-04p

Students
J23 Enroll Students in Your Co-Op Program
.1-4 Secure Training Stations for Your Co-Op Program
.1-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-6 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors
.1-7 'Coordinate On- the -Job Instruction
.1-8 Evaluate Co-Op Students' On-the-Job Performance
J-9 Preps. for Students' Related Instruction
*J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

RELATED'PUBLICATIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Education

Materials
Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher

Education Materials
Guide to the Implementation of Perfortnance-Based Teacher Education

For information regarding availability and prices of these materials contact

AAV IM
Americarr Association for Vocational Instructional Materials

120 Engineering Center University of Georgia Athens, Georgia 30602 (404) 542-2586


